Abstract. This paper deals with the finite element approximation of the spectral problem for the Laplace equation with Neumann boundary conditions on a curved nonconvex domain Ω. Convergence and optimal order error estimates are proved for standard piecewise linear continuous elements on a discrete polygonal domain Ω h ⊂ Ω in the framework of the abstract spectral approximation theory.
Introduction
In this paper we analyze an elementary problem: the piecewise linear finite element approximation of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator with a Neumann boundary condition on a curved domain Ω.
Since the Neumann condition is a natural condition, in principle, a conforming finite element space could theoretically be defined on a curved triangulation fitting exactly the boundary of Ω (see, for instance, Chapter 8 of [5] ). Then, to effectively solve the problem, the integrals for the entries of the stiffness and mass matrices on the curved triangles should be computed by means of a quadrature rule. Thus, the method turns out to be actually nonconforming.
However, for piecewise linear elements, the most common procedure in practice is to consider a mesh T h formed by straight triangles. Then, the integrals of the entries of both matrices are actually computed on a discrete domain Ω h := {T ∈ T h }, which do not coincide with Ω, thus yielding also a nonconforming method. As we show in this paper, this coarser procedure leads anyway to optimal order approximation results.
When Ω h ⊂ Ω, the standard theory applies almost directly. In fact, for Dirichlet boundary conditions the method turns out to be conforming since the discrete space is a subset of H 1 0 (Ω) (see, e.g., the book by Raviart and Thomas [16] ). For Neumann boundary conditions the method is not conforming, but convergence and optimal error estimates can be proved as rather straightforward consequences of the standard Strang's lemma, estimates like Lemma 5.2-5.3 in Raviart and Thomas's 1100 ERWIN HERNÁNDEZ AND RODOLFO RODRÍGUEZ book [16] , and the classical abstract spectral approximation theory by Osborn [15] (see also the monograph by Babuška and Osborn [1] ).
The situation is quite different when Ω h ⊂ Ω. The finite element approximation of the linear boundary value problem associated to the Laplace operator has been extensively studied. Different approaches have been considered, for instance by Ciarlet and Raviart [8] , Zlámal [23] , and Scott [17] (see also [18] , [2] , and [22] ).
However, these results do not lead to a similar analysis for the corresponding eigenvalue problem. Indeed, convergence results for a linear boundary value problem do not necessarily imply similar results for its associated spectral one. This is particularly true for nonconforming and mixed methods (see, for instance, [3, 4] for examples of methods working out for the linear boundary value problem but failing for the associated eigenvalue problem).
In fact, to apply the spectral approximation theory stated in [1] , one needs convergence in L 2 norm for the involved discrete operators, as well as optimal order L 2 and H 1 convergence results for the associated linear boundary value problem with homogeneous boundary conditions. For instance, for the Dirichlet problem on a curved domain with a smooth boundary, such results have been only recently proved by Bramble and King in Proposition 1 of [6] , where the transfer of nonhomogeneous boundary data is analyzed.
For the eigenvalue problem, the first proof of convergence valid in the case Ω h ⊂ Ω was given by Vanmaele andŽeníšek [19] just a few years ago. They prove it for simple eigenvalues and Dirichlet boundary conditions by using the min-max characterization. These results have been further extended by the same authors to include multiple eigenvalues [20] and numerical integration effects [21] (thus allowing us to considering nonconstant coefficients).
Around the same time, Lebaud analyzed in [14] a similar problem also for simple eigenvalues and Dirichlet boundary conditions. She allowed for nonconstant coefficients in the differential operator, but assumed exact integration. She used the spectral approximation theory stated in [1] and optimal convergence results like those in [6] . She proved that, when isoparametric elements of degree k are used and the eigenfunctions are sufficiently smooth, the approximation of the eigenvalues is of order O(h 2k ) instead of O(h k+1 ). In the case of Neumann boundary conditions, to the best of the authors' knowledge, no approximation result has been proved yet for the eigenvalue problem. Moreover, it is not apparent that the theory in [19] nor that in [14] could be extended to provide optimal error estimates in this case. In fact, both theories rely on estimates like (4.8) in [19] , which are valid for functions vanishing on ∂Ω h or on ∂Ω like the eigenfunctions of a Dirichlet problem, but not for those of a Neumann one.
For instance, for piecewise linear elements, the techniques in [14] clearly do not apply to the Neumann problem. To see this, notice that these results depend on the estimate (4.4) of that paper:
where T u is the solution of the Laplace equations on Ω with right-hand side u, and T h u is its piecewise linear finite element approximation on Ω h , obtained by using as its right-hand side the extension of u by zero outside of Ω (T u and T h u are also extended by zero outside of their domains). Estimate (1.1) is proved in [14] as a consequence of the following three inequalities:
To the best of the authors' knowledge estimate (1.2) has not been proved for m = 0 and Neumann boundary conditions. Furthermore, estimate (1.4) is clearly not valid in this case.
This shows the necessity of considering a more subtle extension of the data u outside of Ω. One such extension, which preserves the eigenvalues of the Neumann problem, is introduced and analyzed in the next section.
The goal of this paper is to analyze the piecewise linear finite element approximation of the spectral problem for the Laplace equation with Neumann boundary conditions on curved nonconvex domains. We prove optimal order L 2 and H 1 error estimates for the eigenfunctions, and a double order for the eigenvalues. These estimates are proved to be valid for any piecewise smooth Lipschitz domain, for which the eigenfunctions do not necessarily belong to H 2 (Ω). The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present the model problem, the meshes to be used, the finite element approximation, and some basic results. Then, in Section 3, we prove optimal order error estimates for the approximate eigenfunctions and eigenvalues in the framework of the spectral approximation theory stated in [1] .
Statement of the problem
Let Ω ⊂ R 2 be a bounded open domain, in general nonconvex, with a piecewise smooth (e.g., C
2 ) Lipschitz boundary Γ := ∂Ω. Consider the eigenvalue problem for the shifted Laplace operator in Ω with Neumann boundary conditions below.
Find λ ∈ R and u ∈ H 1 (Ω), u = 0, such that
The bilinear forms a :
It is well known that problem (2.1) attains a sequence of finite multiplicity eigenvalues satisfying
Remark 2.1. We consider the bilinear form given by (2.2) instead of the standard one for the Laplace equations (i.e., a(u, v) = Ω ∇u·∇v dx), because the eigenvalues of both problems only differ by one and the corresponding eigenfunctions coincide. Since the same is true for the discrete problem (2.4) below, we thus avoid dealing with the standard constraints for pure Neumann problems. We consider a family {T h } of standard finite element triangulations (see Figure  1 and, e.g., [7] ) of polygonal domains Ω h approximating Ω, such that if Γ h := ∂Ω h and N h is the set of vertices of all the triangles in T h , then it holds that
• for all T ∈ T h , at most two vertices of T lie on Γ h , where the second assumption is only made for the sake of simplicity.
As usual, h stands for the mesh-size, namely, the maximum diameter h T of all the triangles T ∈ T h . We also assume that the family {T h } is regular in the sense of a minimum angle condition; i.e., there exists θ 0 > 0 such that, if θ T is the smallest angle of T , then θ T > θ 0 for all T ∈ T h and for all the triangulations T h in the family.
In what follows, we will use the notation and definition introduced in [11] (see also [22] ). For a given triangulation T h , we denote by T ∂ h the subset of the so called boundary triangles; namely, those having an edge on Γ h (see Figure 1) . For one such triangle T , let P T 1 , P T 2 , and P T 3 be its three vertices, with S T := P T 2 P T 3 ⊂ Γ h , and let Σ T be the piece of Γ approximated by S T (see Figure 2) .
We denote by T the curved triangle of edges P T 1 P T 2 , Σ T , and P T 3 P T 1 , and we call it the ideal triangle associated to T . For inner triangles T ∈ T h \ T ∂ h we simply define T ≡ T as its associated ideal triangle. We denote by T h := T : T ∈ T h , the partition of Ω provided by the ideal triangles and we call it the ideal triangulation 
of Ω. We also denote T
the family of ideal triangles associated to the boundary ones.
For the sake of simplicity we assume that the triangulations T h are such that for each boundary triangles T ∈ T ∂ h , either T ⊂ T or T ⊃ T . Let ω T be the domain bounded by Σ T and S T (see Figure 2) . Therefore
We introduce in each domain ω T local coordinates (γ, η), the first one along S T and the second normal to S T . Let ϕ T (γ), 0 ≤ γ ≤ s T := length (S T ), be a parametrization of Σ T . We choose the orientation of η in such a way that ϕ T ≥ 0. Figure 3) .
As a consequence of the assumed smoothness of Γ, ϕ T ∈ C 2 ([0, s T ]) and the following estimate holds.
Lemma 2.2. There exists a constant
Proof. It is a direct consequence of standard interpolation results.
Here and hereafter, C denotes a positive constant not necessarily the same at each occurrence, but always independent of the mesh-size h.
Consider the discretization of the spectral problem (2.1) obtained by using standard piecewise linear continuous finite elements on T h below.
Find
In the equation above
with P 1 (T ) being the space of linear functions defined on T , and the bilinear forms
Problem (2.4) reduces to a finite dimensional generalized eigenvalue problem with symmetric positive definite matrices. It attains a finite number of eigenvalues
. The following three basic lemmas will be used in the rest of this paper.
Lemma 2.3. There exist positive constants c and C (not depending on
Proof. Similar results have been proved in several papers (see, e.g., [11] ). For the sake of completeness, we include an elementary proof in the case T ⊂ T ; the case T ⊃ T can be dealt with almost identically. We use the notation in Figure 4 . In particular T is the triangle of vertices P 
Lemma 2.5. There exists a positive constant C such that if h T is small enough, then, for all T ∈ T h ,
Proof. We only include the proof of the first inequality. The second one can be obtained by applying similar arguments. We use the notation shown in Figure 5 for T ⊂ T . Consider polar coordinates centered at the vertex P T 1 . We assume that S T and Σ T are parametrized by r = r 1 (θ) and r = r 2 (θ), respectively, with 0 ≤ θ ≤ θ 1 . Then ω T := T \ T = {(r, θ) : r 1 (θ) < r < r 2 (θ), 0 < θ < θ 1 }. Let d denote the distance of each point on Σ T to S T , as shown in Figure 5 . 
Then, because of Lemma 2.2 and the minimum angle condition,
and, consequently, for h T small enough,
Hence, for h T small enough, ω
We will prove that
Then the lemma follows from this inequality and the fact that, for h
is clear for s = 0. We prove it for s = 1; then, for 0 < s < 1, it follows by interpolation between Sobolev spaces.
Let v ∈ C ∞ ( T ) (we prove (2.7) for such smooth v; for any v ∈ H 1 ( T ) it follows by the standard density argument). For any (r, θ) ∈ ω T we may write
Hence, applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and integrating on ω T , we obtain
Thus, for s = 1, (2.7) is a consequence of the fact that δ ≤ Ch
Consider the operator T defined by
where a(·, ·) and b(·, ·) are the bilinear forms defined in (2.2) and (2.3), respectively. By virtue of the Lax-Milgram lemma, it is clear that T is a well-defined bounded operator and
Furthermore, because of the compact inclusion H
, T is compact. Clearly, the eigenvalues of T are given by µ k = 1/λ k , with λ k being the eigenvalues of problem (2.1), and the corresponding eigenfunctions u k coincide.
As a consequence of the classical a priori estimates (see [13] ), for any f ∈ L 2 (Ω), u = Tf is known to satisfy some further regularity. In fact, u ∈ H 1+r (Ω) for some r > 0 depending on the geometry of Ω, and there holds
For a pure Neumann problem, if Ω has no reentrant corners, then r = 1; otherwise, r < 2π θ , with θ being the largest interior angle of Ω. From now on let r ∈ (0, 1] be fixed such that (2.9) holds. Notice that, as a consequence, the eigenfunctions u k of T belong to H 1+r (Ω) and satisfy
Let T h be defined by
with a h (·, ·) and b h (·, ·) as defined in (2.5) and (2.6), respectively. Clearly
The positive nonzero eigenvalues of T h are given by µ hk = 1/λ hk , with λ hk being those of the discrete problem (2.4) and coinciding associated eigenfunctions u hk . The spectral approximation theory stated in [1] cannot be directly applied to the operators T h , since their domains L 2 (Ω h ) do not coincide with that of T. So, we are going to introduce other discrete operators T h defined on L 2 (Ω) and with spectrum also related to that of problem (2.4) .
From now on, we assume that h is sufficiently small in order for Lemmas 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 to hold. Let
We consider two restriction-extension operators, one from
where w h | T ˆ∈ P 1 (T ) denotes the natural extension of the linear function w h | T ∈ P 1 ( T ) to the larger set T (notice that now if T ⊂ Ω, then T ⊂ T ). As a consequence of Lemma 2.3, the operatorsĚ andÊ are uniformly bounded in L 2 and H 1 norms. More precisely,
Furthermore, the standard error estimate for this projection yields
Now we are able to define the discrete operator that we will use in the rest of this paper:
As a consequence of the estimates (2.15), (2.13), (2.11), and (2.12), the operators T h are uniformly bounded. Moreover, they satisfy
The following lemma shows that the eigenvalues of T h and T h coincide and the eigenfunctions of one operator are the restriction-extension of those of the other.
Lemma 2.6. The nonzero eigenvalues of T h and T h coincide and the respective associated eigenfunctions u h andǔ h are related byǔ h =Ěu h and u
The aim of this paper is to study how the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of T h , approximate those of T, and hence to analyze how the eigenvalue problem (2.4) allows approximating the solutions of the spectral problem (2.1).
Spectral approximation
In order to use the spectral approximation theory stated in [1] , we are going to prove that the operators T h converge to T in norm as h goes to zero. From now on and throughout the rest of the section, we use the following notation:
In the proofs, we will also use extensions to Ω ∪ Ω h of functions originally defined in Ω. 
Proof. It is enough to notice that
and to use the standard techniques to deal with nonconforming methods to estimate the first term (see Strang's lemma, for instance, in [7] ): (3.4)
In what follows we give estimates of the three terms in the right-hand side of (3.3). For the first one we have 
Lemma 3.2. There exists a positive constant C, not depending on f , and v
For the H 1 seminorm we use Lemma 2.5:
where we have used that ∇ǔ h r, T = ∇ǔ h 0, T , sinceǔ h | T ∈ P 1 ( T ). Therefore, the lemma follows from Remark 3.4 and estimates (2.9) and (2.17).
Now we may conclude the convergence in norm of T h to T.
Lemma 3.6. There exists a positive constant
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the four previous lemmas.
Therefore, we are able to apply the spectral approximation theory for compact operators (see [1] ) to obtain optimal order error estimates for the eigenfunctions. For simplicity we state the result for a simple eigenvalue; see [1] for the general statement. 
with C a strictly positive constant.
Proof. It is a direct consequence of the convergence in norm of T h to T and the error estimate in the previous lemma, and Lemma 7.1 in [1] .
In the remainder of the paper we will prove optimal order error estimates for the L 2 norm of the eigenfunctions and for the eigenvalues. To this end, we will use a double order error estimate for u −ǔ h 0,Ω . To the best of the authors' knowledge, estimates of this type have not been proved for Neumann boundary conditions on curved domains. The proofs given below for the estimate of u −ǔ h 0,Ω are valid only for smooth right-hand sides f (namely, f ∈ H 1 (Ω)). However, the results obtained suffice to yield optimal error estimates for the spectral problem without assuming any regularity.
The following two lemmas are valid for f ∈ H 1 (Ω). For such functions, we denote by f e their bounded extensions to R 2 satisfying (3.1) for s = 1; namely From a standard local inverse inequality (see for instance [7] ), we obtain
Hence, since f h 0,T ≤ C f h 0, T because of Lemma 2.3, we have Thus, from the continuity of a(·, ·) and Lemma 3.6, we only have to estimate the second term in the right-hand side. Sincev h ∈ L h (Ω) ⊂ H 1 (Ω) and v h ∈ L h (Ω h ), then
By using (2.14) and repeating the arguments in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we obtain
